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First Supplement to Memorandum 97-3

Mediation Confidentiality: Input on Revised Staff Draft Recommendation

Attached are the following new letters commenting on the Commission’s

proposal:

Exhibit pp.
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3. Brian Connelly. .............................................. 4
4. Cynthia Spears, Solution Strategies............................... 5
5. Christopher Viau, Institute for Study of Alternative Dispute

Resolution, Humboldt State University ........................ 6
6. Jeffrey Krivis................................................ 9

The first five letters criticize Section 1127 (Option A) of the revised staff draft

recommendation, which allows disclosure of a mediation communication if “[a]ll

persons other than the mediator who conduct or otherwise participate in the

mediation expressly agree” to the disclosure. (Emphasis added.) Because of the

concerns raised in these letters and previous communications (see Mem. 97-3,

Exhibit pp. 1-20), the staff strongly recommends replacing Section 1127 (Option

A) with a statute along the lines of Section 1127 (Option B), as discussed at pages

18-20 of the revised staff draft recommendation. As a general rule, disclosure of a

mediation communication should be allowed only if all mediation participants,

including the mediator, agree to the disclosure.

Jeffrey Krivis, sponsor of the 1996 bill amending Evidence Code Section

1152.5 to protect intake communications, comments on the definition of

“mediation consultation” in Section 1120 of the revised staff draft

recommendation. He suggests the following revision:

1120. (c) “Mediation consultation” means a communication
between a person and a mediator for the purpose of initiating a
considering mediation or retaining the mediator.

[See Exhibit p. 9.]
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Mr. Krivis explains:

When I was drafting the new language for § 1152.5, the word
“initiate” was contemplated but ultimately removed based on
discussions with many people who recognize that there should be
protections for conversations in which a party is simply considering
mediation but decides against it after conversations with the
mediator. For example, someone might call a mediator about a case
and the mediator might recommend that they finish taking
depositions before we “initiate” the process of mediation. This
could take several months or longer. Another example would be
when someone contacts a mediator but after learning more about
the dispute, the mediator tells the party that in his opinion, it
wouldn’t be productive to mediate the particular case. These
conversations need the kind of broad protection we were able to
prescribe in the new language to § 1152.5.

[Id.]

The staff appreciates these insightful comments, and urges the Commission to

revise Section 1120(c) as Mr. Krivis suggests.

Respectfully submitted,

Barbara S. Gaal
Staff Counsel
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